
 

 

List Cleanse Made Easy: 

It’s difficult to find all the duplicate 

contacts/opportunities/accounts but 

EntityWise List Cleanse makes this easy. 

 

List Cleanse can help cleanse a list of data 

as a one-time service or as an on-going 

subscription service. 

 

Whether you want to cleanse an internal 

list, or cross-compare several internal lists 

or including external lists; trade-show, 

purchased lists, trusted reference lists, 

EntityWise List Cleanse can accurately 

match your data. 

As Experts in Match Technology, we have experience in all 3 match technology approaches: deterministic, probabilistic 

and machine learning. We can say that machine learning is by far the best approach to resolving matches and creating 

identities.  

Why Machine Learning is a better approach than older traditional approaches: 

Appl ied Solut ions 

 

Du p l i c a tes  

My marketing 

contacts/customers contains a lot 

of duplicates? 

EntityWise can identify and 

remove duplciates from a source 

through our custom fit cleanse. 

 

E x terna l  L i s t s  

I have an external list from a 

trade-show or purchased list and 

want to add it to my current 

contacts/customers but don’t 

want to add duplicates? 

EntityWise List Cleanse can 

match external lists against your 

current data set to avoid 

duplicates. 

 

Addresses  

My contacts don’t have 

completely correct addresses 

and I need fully populated 

addresses for my business? 

EntityWise can do address 

correction on any data set, 

internal or external. 

Accuracy 
 

The number one goal of any 

identity solution is accuracy. 

Machine learning offers the best 

overall accuracy of the three 

approaches.  EntityWise will 

exceed other solutions by minimum 

of 10-15% and in some cases 20-

25% 

 

Other Approaches 
 

The other approaches are limited 

by their technology in their ability to 

make a match decision on all of 

your records.   

 

EntityWise creates no tasks and 

resolves all decisions automatically. 

 

Easiest to Implement 
 

Other approaches will have you 

jump through hoops. 

 

EntityWise allows for simple 

upload/download of data sets. 

And allow you to select what data 

matters, including the ability to do 

address correction. 
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